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Dance in Copenhagen, c. 1750-1840
By Henning Urup

The subject of this article is dance forms in Denmark, and especially in
Copenhagen, in the period c. 1750-1840. The account is based on the preseryed
source material, and this involves an important methodological problem. Dance
is a transitory phenomenon in the form of motion in the present. The written
sources are descriptions of something seen and experienced, or instructions on
how the dance/music is

to

be executed.

It has always been diffiCldt

to

write dan ces down, and for that reason many

dan ces have never been recorded on paper. In the European musical tradition,
the notation of mus ic plays a central role, and the concept ofthe work is ofte n tied
to the notation. By analog)' with this, incomplete or inadequate dance notation
poses a problem. Musical notation gives us information about pitch and durations
as well as dynamics and phrasing. The notation of dance requires similar information, but also indications of body movemen ts, orien tations of arms and legs and
progressions of movement through space. Dance notation therefore becomes
complicated, and the various systems of notation are usually associated with
specific dance forms and styles where. because of certain shared assumptions, one
does not need to write down too much. Elements that are self-evident in the tradition in question are usually omitted. Many important details have thus never
been written down, and this poses an important problem for later researchers.
The relationship of the author to dance and music is of great importance in
interpreting the source material. V\'as this person a practicing performer or a
describing spectator? What was the purpose of the material, and who were the
target group?
Printed dance books may be small publications intended for former pupils, or
more comprehensive works aimed at the general public. Manuscript dance books
were ofte n meant for private use, as an aide-rnernoire.
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The impression one gets of a dance from simply reading about it on paper is
often diflerent from what results from an attempt to reconstruct it in practice with all the elements of uncertainty that emerge with the addition of the details
(typically steps) which are not evident from the source, but which are necessary if
the dance is to work. The same description can lead to different results, but the
experiments will usually result in a considerably subtler understanding of the
dance - not least of its nature and movement. Dansk Dansehistorisk Arkiv (Danish
Archives of the History of the Dance), has worked regularly on the reconstruction
of historicaI dances in the context of study groups since 1980, and the experience
gained there forms an important part of the basis of judgements in the article. I
The basis of the article is Danish descriptions of the dance, with related music
of the age, and announcements in the Copenhagen newspaper Adressravism."
The dance in Copenhagen was greatly influenced by the pace-setting dancers
of the theatre, who inspired the court and the upper classes. The court dancingmasters were dancers at the theatre, and the dance music was to a great extent
compose d by the musicians of the Royal Theatre who, besides their posts as "court
violinists" (i.e. members of the Royal Orchestra, working for the Royal Theatre)
were also directly employed by the co urt. The dance ideals of the upper classes
were apparently the dan ces of the court, and the dancers and figurants of the
theatre offered their services as dancing-masters. In view of this it is reasonable to
suppose that the dancing style in Capenhagen was more influenced by the theatre
dancing than was the case in other parts of the country.
The remainder of the article is alTanged in two main sections. The first section
describes the dance and the source material, mainly in chronological order. The
last section, based on the information in the first, traces the individual dance
forms separately through the period c. 1750-1840.

Sources for the dance in Copenhagen - dance books
The first known printed book with descriptions ofthe dance and the related music
in the Copenhagen dance milieu is the court violinist H.H. Jacobsen's comprehensive edition of English dan ces from 1780. There were however printed
editions of dance music from Copenhagen before this time. vVe can mention the
German-bom Carl August Thielo's edition of Musikalishe (;alantme Styrhfl;
Copenhagen 1753, and a few collections "of those odes which have been
perforrned at Den danshe Skueplads [i.e. the Royal Theatre] in Copenhagen", the
first of which appeared in 1751. The content is piano pieces, arias and duets and
dances like minuets, anglaises and contredanses.'
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In Thielo's work of music theory TrmhPr og Rpgler fra Grunden af om Musihm,
Copenhagen 1746, the dance is only mentioned briefly a few times. In a passage
heade d "Om Musikens Foragt" (an Contempt for Music), he writes lamentingly
that:
ane finds even more of those people who know no better than to say
that the best quality of music is dance music, and in their ears English,
Dutch sailors' and Polish or Swiss pieces are the most beautiful. I
However, we know of two manuscript dance books - both with music and
descriptions of the dance - which must be considered representative of the dance
in Copenhagen in the latter half of the eighteenth century. ane is in the
Trondheim U niversity Library, \\'ith B \ DanseHog No. 3 Kiøbenhavn 1753 written on
the binding. The other, presumably from a slightly later date, is in the theatre
museum Teatprmuseet in Copenhagen. The books share much of the same repertoire, and in addition many of the tunes can be found in contemporary manliscript books of violin music sllch as the Bast Brothers' mllsic book (c. 1763) and
Svabo's music book (c. 1770).
The descriptions in both dance books are in Danish. The titles of the dances
are both Danish and French and many are English. Examples of titles that recur
in both dance books are l'vlasquPr(ulm, The Drammer, Give MI' Love and Ljbertj, La
Chaine a Six and La}olip. The content is mainly the usual anglaises, English dances

with dancers in two rows - a ladies' row and a gentlemen's row facing each other.
In the book from 1753, though, there are also some contredanses in the French
style for four cOllples in qlladrille formation.'
The author Ludvig Holberg mentions dancing several times in his comedies
and poetic epistles. In Epistle 453 (plIblished in 1754), for example, which is
about the difference bet\veen strict and free style in general, he says of con temporary dancing that complex dan ces like the rigaudon and Folie d'EsjJagne have
gone out of fashion, and "in these times the taste is all for minuets, English and
Polish dances, inasmuch as these are done with greater comfort". The statement
probably mainly indicates that simple r dance forms with less demands on dancing
technique have ousted the more demanding steps of the French dance types
described in French, English and German dance books of the first half of the
eighteenth century."
Holberg was probably thinking primarily of the social dances, but by this time
there were undoubtedly many similarities and links between the dancing at the
theatre and the co urt and among the Copenhagen upper classes. Holberg's statements accord very well with the dance tune repertoire in the preserved mus ic
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books, whose content is dominated by marches, minuets, ballad tunes, dan ces with
specific titles, and a few entitled "Polish Dance".
The minllet was the most prestigious dance 01' the age; it is a couple dance with
a fixed structure, but the
dancers, according to taste
and ability, ean interpolate
more virtuosic steps. There
are

innumerable

minuet

tunes in the music books,
but we know of no Danish
descriptians af minuets from
the eighteentl1 century. We
must slIppose that the dance
the same as the one
described in the more

IS

detailed French, English and
German dance manuals.
vVe do not know much
abaut what the term "Polish
elance" actually covers, but it
is reasonable to assume that
it is a more popular type of

It is probobly the minuet thot the Royal couple are donClng in the
p,cture, whlch shows the celebrations in the Chnstiansborg banquerting
holl or Christion VII's mamage to the English princess Caroline Mathilde
on 8th November I 766. Engrovlng by Brodt ofter o drowing by Jordin,
Den kongelige Kobberstiksamling I Royal Print Collection, Copenhagen,

couple dance corresponding
to the couple elan ces elescribed elsewhere in Europe. The most detaileel Danish
description is undoubtedly the one in the undateel manuscript of a weclcling
speech which must be assumed to be from the mid-eighteenth century. It
compares the life af man to a Polish dance, and we are told that fine folk have
their children tallght anglaises, while others are content with a Polish dance,
which first consists of "simple time", then the "leaping dance" and finally "the
makeweight, in German called Kiis und Brvdt, which in Danish is Ost og Brød cheese and bread".'

The court and the theatre
At the Court Theatre in the palace 01' Christiansborg, which opened in 1767, anel
at

DI'11

danskp SkuejJlads, now the Royal Theatre

011

Kongens Ny ton', operas and

plays were performecl with related en I rres with dancing. an 1st October 1770 it was
announcecl in Adrpsseavisell that Den danske Skuf'jJlads, as lIsual, wauld "in the
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coming winter perform comedies, tragedies and postludes" including Sarti's
opera "Soli man den Anden [Suleiman the Second] ... with related divertissements
consisting of dancing".
In 1771 a dancing school was established for the dancers of the Court Theatre
on the basis of a proposal from the French dancer Pierre Laurent, who had come
to Copenhagen in 1752 andjoined King Frederik V's French court troupe. He was
also engaged as the court dancing-master and dancing-master to the Royal family
and thus to the Crown Prince, the later Christian VII, and in this capacity he had
a great influence on the court dance in Copenhagen.
The ballets at the theatre were usually composed by Italian balletmasters - for
example Skibbruddet (The Shipwreck) (1769) by Gambuzzi, or Bønderne som gaa jJaa
Jagt (Peasants Who Go Hunting) by Martini, performed with Holberg's comedy
Julestuen in 1771. But there were also Danes who composed ballets. In January

1771 Moliere's Don Juan was performed with entrees composed by the figurant
Rasmus Soelberg. The dancer Barch, who was an assistant teaeher at Laurent's
dancing school, also composed entrees.'
But announeements in Adressmvisen also tell us about fancy-dress balls and
ridotti at the theatre. It is announced for example that on the Tuesdays 22nd

January, 5th March and 12th March 1771 at the Danish "comedy house" there will
be a "ridotto or masquerade, to begin at 10 o'clock in the evening and end at 4
o'clock in the morning". On 21st March the same year, at the Court Theatre, there
was a "Bal Masque pare en Domino" for persons of "all nine ranks"."
In 1775 a new balletmaster was engaged by the Royal Theatre, the Italian
Vincenzo Tommasselli, called Galeotti; and he is generally considered the founder
of the Danish ballet traditions later developed and renewed by August
Bournonville. The very same year he managed to stage his ballet Kongen Ima Jagt
(The King Hunting) and "a new merry ballet calle d The Peasants and the Country
House Gentlemen", but Galeotti was not the only one creating ballets. In March
1775 Adresseavisen announced "a gardeners' ballet, called "The Girl Who Steals

Apples", danced by the young Mr. Laurent and Miss Dallas, and compose d by the
court dancing-master Mr. Laurent". The young Laurent was the court dancingmaster Pierre Laurent's son, Pierre Jean Laurent, who was born in Copenhagen in
1758 and made a name early as "Le petit Laurent". In 1777 he went to Paris to
train further with the famous Noverre and was engaged by the Paris Opera. III
At the end ofJanuary 1776 we hear of a banquet and ball in the royal banqueting hall Riddersalen on the occasion of the King's birthday. The next day the
Royal Theatre staged the comedy Væddemålet (The Wager) by Sedaine, the
Singspiel Belsor i Hytten (Belsor in the Cottage) by "M." (Ove Malling) with music
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by Zielcke, and between these pieces the new ballet Zigenernes Leyer (The Gypsy
Camp) by the balletmaster Galeotti. an the third day the Court Theatre staged an
Italian musical drama with "related entrer', representing a masquerade", composed
by "the balletmaster Bark". Admission to all the pie ces was free."
The period's most important Danish supplier of ballet music was Claus Nielsen
Schall, who was bom in Copenhagen in 1757, the son of a poor shoemaker and
dancing-master. He played violin at an early age at his father's dancing classes, and
in 1772 he was admitted as a pupil to the dancing school of the Royal Theatre. He
quickly progressed to performing as a figurant at the theatre, and as a soloist in
the ballets of the balletmaster Barch. In 1780, at the request of Galeotti, Claus
Schall wrote music for the ballet Kierlighed og Mistankens Magt (Love and the Power
of Suspicion) - music that aroused attention thanks to "the expressiveness and
vitality" that made it stand out from much of the earlier ballet music. In 1782, at
the recommendation of the katjelmester J.A.P. Schulz, he was appointed concertmaster."
Minuets and anglaises were the main elements of the social dance, and these
were found at the theatre too. Stage managers' records begun at the Royal
Theatre in 1777 say, of the intermezzo for Holberg's comedy Mascarade, that when
the curtain rose "one saw masques in full anglaise style, then minuets, then a
contredanse and finally a so-called Kehraus" and the same records say that in the
intermezzo of Holberg's Kilderr'jsen minuets and anglaises were always danced.'l
The dance acts at the theatre are also illustrated in the naval officer Peter
Schiønning's diary notes for 21st February 1780, where he writes that he was at the
comedy and saw the Singspiel Fiskerne (The Fishermen) by Johannes Ewald, and a
ballet in which he recognized "our old dances". The music for the dancing that
concluded Fiskerne has been preserved among orchestral music from the Royal
Theatre, and consists ol' fifteen short dance pieces. In the music the musicians
have written the names of both the dances and the performing dancers, and
several of these dances can be found in manuscript music books from the period."

Printed editions of the Anglaises
The oboist and co urt violinist H.H. Jacobsen was an important supplier of dance
mus ic to the court, and in 1771 he was appointed "Royal Inspector ofCourt Dance
Music".'-'
Jacobsen appears to have been the first in Denmark to publish a printed dance
book with music and related descriptions of the dances - the comprehensive
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Samling af de n)'este engrlske Dandsr mrd Tourrr {{/Hr. Pierre Vmrml (Collection of the

Newest English dan ces with Figures by Mr. Pierre Laurent) in three volumes - each
consisting of a music volume and a volume of dance descriptions -printed by
Gyldendal in Copenhagen in 1780-81. The collection contains a total of 173
dances, where the music is printed with a violin part above a bas s part in piano
notation; and the court dal1Cing-master Pierre Laurent's descriptions of figures
are printed in parallel French and Danish versions on the openings of the book. ",
It appears from a review of 1782 that it has long been common

to

use the court

dances at social gatherings, but that they have been hard to obtain, since transcriptions have to go from han d to hane!. To meet the needs of the public, in 1780
the bookseller Gyldendal was the first

to

publish a good, reliable dance book. The

reviewer further writes that the contents of the first volume in particular are a
11l1mber of good dances aiready knO\\"I1 which are thus saved from oblivion. 17
The theatre music is
clearly reflected in the
dances, and among the
composer attributions in
the

music

booklets,

himself
IS
Jacobsen
responsibie for about one
fourth. Some tunes are
said to COlne from a ballet,
and among the com posers' names we find Sarti,
Zielcke and Schal!. The
music is mainly in duple
time - 2/4, sometimes
4/4 - but a few numbers
are in 6/8 time. The tunes
DonClng In Copenhogen ot the beginning or the nineteenth century.
This looks in general like on anglaise. ond moy be the chorocteristlc figure
or the ecossalse. where the doncing couple chasse down ond up between
the rows Woter colour by Johs. Senn. Copenhogen 1807. Den kongelige
Kobberstiksamling / Royal Print Collection. Copenhogen.

have bet\veen

two

four

most

reprises,

and
of

which are in major keys,
but sometimes the last
reprise is in a minor key.

In the piano notation, where the right hand is decidedly a violin part, there are
often indications of instruments such as "Clarinetto solo, Corno solo".I'
All the dances have French titles like L'heurrux jour; La charmante Elisabrth or Le
Cow:ou (where the call of the cuckoo is imitated in the music) . The title of the last
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dance in Volume III is very appropriate: Adieux JJOur Lonr;-ti'ms. Choreographically,
the contents are mainly anglaises with ladies and gentlemen facing each other in
two rows. In Volume II all 80 are anglaises. In Volumes II and III, numbered
together continuously from l to 93, there are a total of 16 con tre danses of the
French type with four couples in squares.
Jacobsen announced in AdressPavisi'l1 in December 1783 that in future he would
publish the newest dan ces monthly.'" From this time on there were also anglaises
tunes in 3/8 time, and the figure "tour de wals" (to music both in 2/4 and 3/8)
often occurs inJacobsen's anglaises from 1783 on.
In 1792Jacobsen was appointed stadsmusikant or city musician in Copenhagen,
but announced that he would continue to compose dances for the court for the
usual fee of 4 Marks for each anglaise, contredanse and minuet he wrote in the
court dance books. He carried on publishing dances Ul1til his death in 1795.""
Jacobsen's successor at the court was the violinist Niels Møller; he held the post
for almost 50 years and also began to compose dances. The director of the
orchestra, the chamberlain

~jedde,

drew up instruction s for him, according to

which he was to procure the necessary people for balls from the stadsmusihant, to
supplement the court musicians, who forrned the core. It was impressed on Møller
that for the BaljJare he should always ensure that there were beautiful minuets
with trumpet and timpani, and that after the departure of the Royals he should
have the drums struck alone to announee that the ball was over."'
Jacobsen's printed edition was apparently the cue for I1llmerous editions of
new dan ces in subsequent years. An overview of the innumerable Copenhagen
dance publications in the period from 1780 to 1802 has been drawn lIP by Dan
Fog in the book Musihhal1del Dr; Nodetl)''' i Damnarli.""
PartiClIlarly many dance books appeared in the first few mon ths of the year and
at the beginning of the autumn season, frequently in collections of twelve dances,
where the music was in part-books and the dance descriptions or "tours" were in
a separate booklet, all in the same format. The music is usually scored for a string
trio (two violins and a bass) supplemented with wind instruments (two flutes or
obo es or clarinets and two French horns). The usual anglaises predominated in
the content; but a booklet with twelve anglaises would often also have a contredanse.
The balletmaster Galeotti's house composer Claus Schall, too, featured among
the frequent publishers of anglaises. In November 1783 the music publisher Søren
Sønnichsen announced that "Mr. Schall, court violinist and rehearser at the
ballets, intends to publish twelve newanglaises for two violins, two oboes or flutes,
two French horns and bass, of his own composition".":I
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It was particularly anglaises that were printed, but minuets, too, were
published. The music publisher Søren Sønnichsen announced in October 1784
that he intended to publish twelve minuets by the violinist Peder Lem, the first six
to dance to and the remaining six as amusement in convivial company."'
The dan ces were published at this time both in part-books and in piano
arrangemen ts. "O,
That the theatre music was reflected in the social dan ces is clearly illustrated
by an advertisement in Adresseavisen in 1788, where Jacobsen said that he could
provide sixteen newanglaises and also a grand contredanse, some of which was
from the ballet Kiedeljlikkeren (The Tinker ).""
Among other active suppliers of dance music to the Copenhagen public we can
mention the double-bassist].W. Haskerl, who came to Copenhagen in 1792 from
Erfurt and in 1795 was engaged by the Royal Orchestra. His publications included
a collection from New Year 1793 "consisting of five anglaises and one minuet,
arranged for two violins, two flutes, two clarinets, two French horns and bass, as
well as trumpets and drums for the minuet, with figures by Mr. Ebbesen". Mr.
Ebbesen was the ballet dancer Adam Ebbesen."'

Antoine Bournonville, French contredanses and waltzes
In the spring of 1792 the French dancer and pupil of Noverre, Antoine
Bournonville, who was employed in Stockholm, was granted leave for a tour where
he stopped over in Copenhagen and performed there to great applause. He was
given a provisional engagement at the theatre in Copenhagen, and in a series of
diary entries from March until October 1792 he gives an account of his life in
Copenhagen.
He describes his experiences at the thea tre and in society, where he associates
with the balletmaster Galeotti, the composer Claus Schall and the dancer Carl
Dahlen (form erly his colleague in Stockholm), and not least the dancer Mariane
Jensen, whom he married in December that year. He writes of his debut on 17th
April, when he very successfully danced la danse serieusewith Mme Bjørn and le demi

caractl;re with MIle Jensen.
He also writes that in July he dined at Count Breuner's, and that there was
dancing there. He notes with pleasure that both the family and the Heir
Presumptive to the throne and his consort took a live ly part in the dancing. The
Princess danced with the Count and the Prince with the Countess in the servants'
quadrille. He was asked to dance solo, and he also danced the minuet with the
ladies.""
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It do es not appear to have been contredanses in the French style that domi-

nated the ball repertoire in Copenhagen, and in the published dance books they
make up a decided minority. This is illustrated by the reports of a Copenhagen
ball arranged in January 1794 by the commissaires of the French Republic in
Copenhagen to celebrate the reconquest of Toulon from the English (19th
December 1793), where the contredanses were to be danced out of deference to
the French.
The French ball is mentioned in the memoirs of the youth of Mrs Sophie
Dorothea Thalbitzer (nel' Zinn) .'" She writes that Antoine Bournonville was specially invited to teach the participants French contredanses. With great difficulty
they were able to learn two and decided to be content with them, and otherwise
to dance anglaises. August Bournonville, too, describes the French ball in his
biographical sketch ofhis father, where he writes that "the quadrilles followed one
another in live ly succession", and when the orchestra struck up (;a ira, (7a ira,
Bournonville was asked to perform a cotillon. As a brand new feature they improvised a flgure with a passage under lifted arms. III
The same year Antoine Bournonville was permanently engaged by the Royal
Theatre, where he quickly settled into the repertoire and made a brilliant impression with his technical skill, and not least with small entrees. The music for one of
these entrefS- a "Fisherman's entrM' perforrned three times in 1794-95 - is preserved
in the Royal Library in its collection of early orchestral material from the Royal
Theatre, and consists of a short introductory Sin[onie followed by seven dances,
som e of which are also found in Joseph Martin Kraus's music for Antoine
Bournonville's ballet Fiskerne (The Fishermen) , perforrned in Stockholm in 1789."
The waltz appears to have been introduced in Copenhagen in the mid-1790s.
Sophie Dorothea Thalbitzer's memoirs give an account of a ball at KronjJrinsfns
Klub at the beginning of the winter, and this must be in 1794-95, in the same
season as the French ball. She writes that immediately on her arriva l she was
engaged by partners for all the dances up to the supper, and
... when Garonne came to ask for a dance, I only had the first dance after
supper free. He asked me for this, and to be his dinne r partner, and I
promised him this ..... The tour to the supper dance ended with a
Wals .... Garonne ... had learned to walse in Germany and did so extremely

well.. .. We soared so lightly over the floor.
From this account we get the clear impression that the waltz was not adance
mastered by everyone, and that being able to waltz gave a partner a special advantage in the eyes of a lady."
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The beginning of the nineteenth century
In 1777 Pierre Jean Laurent had gone to Paris to train withJean Georges Noverre.
He was engaged by the Paris Opera, where he made his debut in a "Lappish pas
de deux". His field was the comic role, and he had a great name for his agility in
leaping. In 1786 he became a member af the Aaulemil' royale de danse founded by
Louis XIV, and after marrying in Paris he was appointed balletmaster in
Marseilles.
At New Year 1800 he cam e back to Capenhagen and took over his father's
former post as court dancing-master. He quickly tried

to

profile himself with

editions of dances and as a ballet composer. As early as April 1800 he premiered
his ballet Rosentræet eller Hymms og Amors Forlig (The Rose Tree, ar The
Conciliation of Cupid and Hymen), for which he had himself written the music;
and August Bournonville writes in his biographical sketch of Laurent that the
ballet was so successful that the balletmaster Galeotti, who was in company the
evening the news reached him, fainted away. But the ballet was only perforrned a
total of six times. '1
Laurent also composed ball dances for the Copenhagen upper classes. In
October 1800 he invited subscriptions in Adressmvism for six newanglaises with
music in parts and "with related figures expressed by chareographic symbols" and
"six new waltzes, composed for fortepiano and harp, with obbligato violin part". In
September the next year he ad\'ertised "six newanglaises in the Scottish taste with
related figures and arranged for two violins, two flutes or clarinets, two French
horns and bass".'\I
The ball dances were also published by Sønnichsen, who in 1804 advertised the
first volume of the musikus JL. Lofl1er's new collection of 40 dances - Scottish,
English and waltzes for two violins, two flutes or clarinets, French horn and bass
with a piccolo part for most of them. For a surcharge the subscribers could receive
the co urt dancing-master Laurent's figures an a weekly basis.'-'

Descriptions of dances
The announcements in Adressmvisen give only the names of the dances that were
fashionable in the period; they say nothing about the execution or character of
the dances. For this the only sources are the preserved dance descriptions and
music material.
In 1801 a book was published in Copenhagen, entitled Begyndelsesgrunde i
Dandsekonsten (Basics af the Art af Dancing), written by TF. Martinet, Dancing-

Master in Lausanne" and translated by the medicai student C.H. Lund. The intro-
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duction emphasizes the value and usefulness of dal1Cing in the upbringing 01'
young people, then there are detailed descriptions of the "five natural positions",
"Bending (Pli;), Stretching (Tendu)" and Hvarious types of bows and curtseys ".
A 11l1lnber of dance steps are menti(med ar briefly described, and the section on
the minuet says that it is hardly ever used any more in ball dancing; but since it is
important in the art of dancing, the author urges the readers not

to

neglect this

dance. The end of the book has an account of the "springing steps" (/Jas :;(mtps)
lise d in French contredanses.1l>
Of the many volumes of music in part-bo oks and dance descriptions that continued to be advertised in
the period after 1800, not
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Dance in Copenhagen

Musie from the period without danee deseriptions is however preserved to a
great extent, especially in the form of eollections of danees for piano. Examples
that ean be mentioned are Lof!1er's 36 nyere originale Dandse og Walzer indrettede for

Klaveret (36 recent original dances and waltzes arranged for the piano) (l805?)
and 24 nye Dandse, sa(wel skotsl<e og mgelsl<e, som Walzer (24 new dances, Scottish and
English as well as waltzes) (l808?). Both collections mainly contain short dances
(mostly in 2/4, a few in 3/8) with two reprises of eight bars, both repeated, and
waltzes (in both 3/4 and 3/8). Dance music is also amply represented in the series
publications which with titles like AjJOllo or Nordens Apollo (The Apollo of the
North), were published by the publishers Sønnichsen and Lose and by individuals
like Claus Sehall.'<

Nordic themes
In 1801 the Royal Theatre had considerable suecess with Galeotti's ballet Lagertha
- described in the programme as "a pantomimie tragedy mixed with singing" . The
work was based on a dramatic text by the poet C.H. Pram, who in a free adaptation
of the saga of Regnar Lodbrog from Saxo Grammaticus, tried to create a

Gesamtl<unstwerl< with spoken dialogue, singing, mime and danee. In the ballet,
however, the spoken dialogue ",as omitted. Lagr>rtha was based on alternating
mimed action and grand dallCing scenes, and remained in the programme of the
Royal Theatre until 1821.'"
Pierre Jean Laurent, too, wanted to try his hand with a Nordic theme, and in
January 1802 he premiered his ballet Sigrid eller Kjærlighed og Tajlperheds Belønning
(Sigrid or Love and the Reward of Courage) to music by Claus Se hall with a plot
based on the chamberlain and historian Suhm's tale of the same name about
Sigrid, the daughter of the King of Lejre, and the young hero Othar, who kills a
giant who has been harrying the country and who has tried to abduct Sigrid. At
the end of the ballet the young couple are united and afestal dance includes (as
in Galeotti and Schall's ballet Lagertha of the previous year) a Tempo di Menuetto

Gotique, which is however musically more in the nature of a polonaise than a
minuet, but is evidence of the minuet as the prestigious dance which starts the
dancing on festive occasions. But Sigrid only managed a total of fourteen
performances in 1802-11, and Laurent had no great success with his subsequent
ballets, the last ofwhich was Høstdagen (Harvest Day) (1812).
After this he concentrated on his post as court dal1Cing-master and on teaching
the danee. In a manuscript Vejledning ved Undervisning i Menuetten (Guide to
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Instruction in the Minllet) he llrges
young Danish dance pupils to apply indllstry and labour to acquiring the skills
necessary to the art, and adds that in the
natural grace and enchanting gestures of
the dancer Mme Schall they had a model
to follow. The manuscript, which is from
arOlmd

1816,

has

no

real

dar1Ce

descriptions, but the last part consists of
31 coloured, numbered illustrations of
the figures of the minllet and the
pictures give us a complete choreographic accoun t of the dance from beginning to end. iii
Pierre Jean Laurent re-used som e
elements from his ballet Sigrid in his
capacity as court dancing-master in the
choreography for a court banquet at
Amalienborg in 1803, preserved in the
Queen's library Dronningens H(lndbibliotek. The tide page says Plan des Manhes,
Danses,

Polonaise

et

Danse

Guerriere,

Four Illustrations from Pierre Jean Laurent's unpublished Vejledning med undervisning i Menuetten (c.
1816), wlth 31 numbered, coloured pietures showing
the figures of the minuet In sequence. Teatermuseet.

Ex(ntlees /Jar louIes les Augustes Personne de
la Famille Royale ri la Fete donnee lp Vingt huit Fevrier I803. The bo ok is dedicated by
Lauren t to the Crown Prince (later Frederik VI).

The dan ces include an entry march with the musicians at the head, ending
with all eight couples arranging themseh'es in two quadrilles of four couples each,
one consisting primarily of princes and princesses, the second of the other courtiers. Then come three contredanses followed by a polonaise and four more
contredanses. At the end comes a Danse Guerre concluding with a Tablmu General
and accompanying Fanfare. All the contredanses are named after characters in the
ballet Sigrid - for example hl Syvalrl, La Sigrid - and the music is composed by
Laurent himself, apart from two borrowings from Claus Schall's ballet music for
Sigrid (the entry and the Polonaise: TPlllPO di iHemlPtlo GOlique)."

The whole choreography is specified in detail, with coloured diagrams showing
the various figures of the dance with reference to the bars of the music, and with
French step names, which is unusual in the age's descriptions of contredanses,
where only the figures are normally given. The mal1Uscript is thus a uniqlle SOllrce
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for the dancing at a court gathering around 1800. It is notable that the music is
very remote stylistically from the Copenhagen dance music we know from people
like Jacobsen and Schall. Pierre Jean Laurent may, as "a trained French dancingmaster", have deliberately dissociated himself from the usual dance music of the
day and chosen a musical style with the character of the rather older French
gavotte with its typical introductory double upbeat, during which the dancers
pause.

Instruction in the dance
Dancing lessons were adyertised yery frequcntly in Arlresseavisen. In October 1801
Stahl, a dancer at the Royal Theatre, announced that he instructed both children
and adults in the minuet, anglaiscs, Jnrnllpl rn pas b,rrave, French contredanses,
waltzes with arm figures, Scottish dances - and in fencing.
In September 1804 he announced that besides his dancing institute for adults

he would establish one for children \\'here they could learn the latest good ball
dan ces, which give grace to the bach'.
In December 1807 he writes that his dancing exercises are held with full music
an Wednesday, Saturday and Sunday, and in 1814 he emphasizes that "to enhance
the dance as much as possible" he "always keeps seven musicians" for his dancing
practice sessions. '"
But Stahl was not the ani)' one of the dancers at the Theatre who offered
dal1Cing lessons. The dancers Rose and Villeneuve (the latter advertising in
French) had similar offers printed. Li
In September 1804 Antoine Bournonville advertised in both Danish and
French that by popular demand he was establishing a public dancing institute for
young ladies of respectable families, and assured the public that he would obtain
detailed information an the people who applied. The institute was to consist 01'
sixteen young ladies who would be taught the art of the dance, posture and
grace." Bournonville's dance institute must have had som e success. Claus Schall
published his music in f)anspslwlrn Ior Bournonvilles Elev('/' (Dancing School for
Bournonville's Pupils) in the series Nordms Apollo in 1808-09. L',

The Price family
However it was not only the dancing teachers and the "City Theatre" (i.e. the
Royal Theatre and the Co urt Theatre) who presented dancing. At the beginning
of the nineteenth century the Price family established a theatre in the Vesterbro
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area outside the west gate of Copenhagen. James Price advertised in Adlf'ssPrwisen
in April 1802 that, after traveIling in Europe, he had settled down as a citizen of
Copenhagen and built a comedy house in Vesterbro called Dpt danskf' SommPrTheater (the Danish Summer Theatre), where new solo dan ces and mimes would

be performed, and new optical-mechanical arts and fireworks would be presented.
The programme included the new mime ballet De hovmodif og bf'dmf.,mp Bønrlf'/IJiga
(The Proud and Deceived Peasant Girls), and "Littie Miss Price", just two years
old, would dance on the tiglHrope (this wasJames Price's dallghter Hanne Sophie,
who had been born in Copenhagen). Iii
As early as the end of the 1790s the Price family had perforrned at Jægersborg
Deer Park north of Copenhagen in com petition with "the large Italian company"
led by Pasqllal Casorti. This company and Price were both permitted to play at the
Court Theatre in 1801-02, and this was where the basis was developed for the
tradition that still continues at the Tivoli Pantomime Theatre. The programme
comprised both "pantomime" - i.e. mimed drama in the commedia dell'arte style and dancing, inclllding the Spanish fandango danced by Mme Angola Coco in the
Spanish manner with castanets.

After Pasqual Casorti's company lefl Copenhagen in 1802, his son Giuseppe
Casorti remained and was engaged by James Price, and together they put on
prodllctions at the Co urt Theatre in 1802-1803 with both tightrope-walking and
mImes.
After the death ofJames Price in 1805, Mme Hanne Price continued with the
theatrical activities. In 1810 she married Franz Kuhn, and after this they jointly ran
the summer theatre in Vesterbro. In May 1817 the company "H. Kuhn, formerly
Price & Comp." could open Vestnbros Morskabsteater (the Vesterbro Amusement
Theatre) in a new building with the production Harlekin Kukkenbagn: In 1819 Jean
Pettoletti and his wife walked the tightrope - as a novelty - without a balancing rod
on two parallel tightropes, and the dance numbers featured an Allnl/ande, an
Adagio gmtioso and an Allegro Rondo. 17

New dan ces
In 1812 Sønnichsen published a collection of 31 Marcher og ])andse af j(JrSkielligf'
yndede ComjJonister (31 Marches and Dances by various favourite composers)

arranged for piano by the Royal katJe/musilms F. KittIer. The "favourite composers"
included Kittler himself and the content was marches and dan ces with titles like

Engl., Pas Rer1ouble, Francoise, Eccossoise, etc. The dances were mainly short tunes
with two reprises.
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In 1813 Kittler published a Samling af nye Mancher og Dandse udsatte for
Fortepiano (Collection of new marches and dan ces arranged for fortepiano), in
which there are, besides the pcros.\a isl'l; a francoisp in 6/8 time, a hopsavals (lively
waltz) in 2/4, and a number of dances performed at "the naval cadets'
graduation" including "1. Contradands, 2. pas de deux, 3. Vaabendands (sword
dance?)". The collection also includes a "Vaabm Dands performed at the army
cadets' graduation".
The tunes entitled Pas Rpdoubll' (a term apparently not used in the dancingmasters' books) are in duple time (4/4 or 2/4), and if the name can be interpreted to mean repeated double steps. it is presumably a couples' round dance of
the waltz type in duple time and thus one of the precursors of the fashionable
polka of the 1840s.
Among the dan ces for piano adyertised by Claus Schall in 1810 with the music
for the ballets Lagertha, Sigrid and HollBla(lskæg are "Fandango - a Spanish dance"
and a "Kehraus". But the Spanish fandango had aIready been introduced earlier in
Copenhagen. There is a Fandango E\jJagnol in D minor and 3/4 time with the
typical rhythm ofthe Spanish fandango as No. 15 in the music for Galeotti's ballet
intermezzo in Claus Schall's Singspiel Chinafarerne (The China TravelIers) of 1792.
The fandango is however not sim pIv the Spanish dance. A collection of Tolv nye
dandse for Piano-Forte udgivnp i An/pdlling af dm XXVIII ()rtober 1822 (Twelve new
dan ces for pianoforte published on the occasion of the 28th October 1822) from
the Copenhagen publishers Richter, Bechmann and Milde both in piano
arrangements and arrangements for seyeral instruments (two violins, Bute or
clarinet, and bass) includes the dancc titles Vals (3/4), Gesvind VrÆls (quick waltz)
(3/8), Coltillion (3/8), Eccosaisp (2/4) and a Fandango, which consists of a first
section in 2/4 time fol!owed by a waltz in 3/8 time. In the advertisement in
Adresseavisen, this fandango is called "fandango with waltz", and it is appears to be
of the type described by the dancing-master Jørgen Gad Lund in the book
Terpischore, eller en Veiledningfor millI' Dmulsplærlinger (Terpsichore, or a guide for my
dancing pupils) (Maribo 1823) and by August von Rosenhaim in Bemerkungen uber
das Tanzen (Schleswig 1821). The fandango bears no resemblance to the solo
Spanish dance of the same name, but is adance executed by couples in two rows
facing each other and includes a waltz figure."
Jørgen Gad Lund's Terpischo/'p, I'ller: f,'1l Veiledningfor mine Dandselærlingeris the first
detailed textbook written in Danish on the dance. The book appeared in Maribo in
1823. A third edition supplemented with fran<;aises appeared in Århus in 1833.'"
The book contains dance and step descriptions and in the preface the author
says that it has long been his intention to write this book, and emphasizes that the
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most important o~ject of the dance is not pleasure, but the acguisition of comeliness, deportment and grace, and one finds this ab ove all in the mil1Uet.
After a discussion of the classic five positions of the dance comes a detailed
description of steps and basic dance figures. This is where we find the earliest
known description of the waltz in Denmark, where the slow waltz, the lively hojJ.5avals, the Vienna waltz and the Tyrolean waltz are described, and the last of these

is described as the most graceful and the one the author recommends for practice
to his young friends. The minuet is described in detail from beginning to end, and
the book has descriptions of anglaises with four figures and with six figures, and
descriptions of, among other things, dan ces like the Molinasky, Fandango, Figam,
La TemjJete, La Bateuse and the Cotillon.

The term Quadrille appears as early as the beginning of the 1820s in the
Copenhagen music prints. For example we can mention the collections published
by c.c. Lose of Hoffdrllldsf for Piano-Forte (Court dances for pianoforte), ofwhich
the "Sixth Collection" from 1823 contains a Premiere Quadrillf consisting of a series
of five independent dan ces, each with two titles. For example No.lis called both
I/Athkinson and Figure de Pantalo.·,1)
The terms quadrille and franr;aise are both used of the same type of dance series.
In the

collection published in

November

1828 by CD.

Milde, Danses

Favorites .... jJour dfUX Violons, with four ecossaises and two waltzes, there is a series

called Francaises consisting of ten dan ces or figures of the same type as those
published under the title guadrille.-"
Since the music prints do not include dance descriptions, it is not until the
third edition ofJørgen Gad Lund's TerjJsirhore, Århus 1833, that we find the earliest
known Danish descriptions of fra!1l:;aises. The book has three series of fran<;aises,
all resembling one another, but not guite identical. The figures have thc lIsual
names: Le Pantalon, L'h'le, La POUlf, ctc.
Jørgen Gad Lund's book - and this also applies to the first edition from 1823 also has a description of the cotillon so beloved by the nineteenth century. The
bo ok discllsses two forms: l) the French, which is apparently a free form with the
dancing couples arranged in a circle, where the music consists of three reprises in
2/4 time and a last reprise in 3/8, and which clearly resembles the old French
contredanse form; and 2) the German, which is the mixture of a parlour game
and cOllple dance of the waltz type that was to develop into the high point of the
balls of the nineteenth century.
The lists of contents on the front pages ol' the music series Udvalg af nye og
yndede Dandse (Selection of new and favourite dances) published by C.C. Lose
show that the repertoire is mainly gallopades, waltzes and guadrilles, where the
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matifs in the music are often taken from popular Singspiele and ballets.
An example is No. 27 in the second collection, published in 1834, with the
Quadrille og Gallopade af Balletten Nina (Quadrille and gallopade from the ballet
Nina). The quadrille on page 2 of the print is called

Fran~'aise and

consists of three

reprises in 2/4 time and a concluding part in 3/8. Is this perhaps an example af
the dance form thatJørgen Gad Lund, in Terpsichore, calls "the French Cottillon"?
The gallopade in 2/4 fills the remaining three pages."'"
Another example is the collection Sex Galopadpr og F:ccossaise for Pianoforte
Componert af Fussel (Six gallopades and ecossaises for pianoforte compose d by

Ftissel), published by Milde in 1833, where the gallopades are relatively short
tunes in 2/4 and consist ol' three or four reprises, the ecossaise consists of the
normal two eight-bar reprises, and all the dances are in major keys.

August Bournonville
In 1820 the young August Bournonville accampanied his father on a study trip to
Paris, supported by the foundation "Ad usus publicos", and was aiready at this time
proving to be a prolific writer. He describes the trip, which lasted from 2nd May
to 12th December, in detail in his diary."'\
In Paris the father and son met fellaw Danes, and their days were spent in,
among other pursuits, dancing practice and violin playing. For example an Friday
26th May: "We got up at 8 o'clock and practiced battement for one hour, played
violin for one hour... ". They visited the Opera and other theatres and met the
father's old friends, including Antoine N(werre (son af the famoHs Jean Georges
Noverre), Auguste Vestris, Louis NiveIon, Diderot and Louis Milon.
In Copenhagen it had been expected that Antoine Bournonville would return
with new impulses, but the expectations were not fulfilled, and in 1823 he was
dismissed because of dissatisfaction among both staff and management. But after
re-applying he was allowed to contil1lle until April 1824, when he said farewell to
the public with one of his favaurite en l rees.
Mter the departure of Bournonville senior, Pierre Larcher became the de facto
director of the ballet, but without actually being appointed balletmaster.
In April 1824 August Bournonville applied for and was granted three months'
paid leave from his work at the Theatre for a study trip to Paris - but he stayed
there for the next six years. In Paris he acquired a virtuoso dancing technique in
perfection classes with Auguste Vestris, and there he concluded his training with
an examination on 16th March 1826. Pierre Gardel offered him a position at the
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Paris Opera - which then had the most famous ballet in Europe - and August
Bournonville accepted.C'i
In Capen hagen Bournonville was now regarded as a deserter, but he did wish
to come back, and in November 1827 he asked forgiveness in a letter to the King.
In the autumn af 1829 he perfarrned in Capenhagen, where he staged the
mythological divertissement Gratiernps Hyldning (Acc\aim to the Graces) and
showed his virtuoso dancing, surrounded by a weak ensemble. In 1830 he was reengaged at the Royal Theatre after releasing himself from his post in Paris.
Bournonville had in addition prepared the way for his homecoming in the
role of literary writer. As early as 1828, in Paris, he had written a pamphlet
published in Capenhagen in 1829, entitled Nytaangave .FJr Danse-YndPre, eller
Anskuelsp af Dansen som skjøn Kunst og behagelig Tidsfordriv (New Year's gift far lavers

af the dance, ar a view af the dance as fine art and pleasant pastime ).
In the bo ok he discusses his view of the dance. His ideal is that the dancer must
strive to produce pleasure befare thinking af arousing admiration. Head, bust,
arms and legs must be considered as a "complete chord".
He compares social dal1Cing with social singing; as it cannot be a pleasure to
sing out of tune, it cannot be a pleasure to dance grossly and without grace. Every
dance requires a certain decornm, lightness and flexibility in the foot. Of the
frequent use af the German waltz, he adds "that alittie less waltzing at the balls
would do no harm".'-'
Similar views on the waltz were expressed by the Aarhus dancing-master Bagge
who, in his bo ok Om Franr;aisPr (On franc;aises), Aarhus 1830, laments the dec\ine
of the times and the way the finer type of social dancing has disappeared inc\llding the minuet, French contredanses, anglaises and reglllar ecossaises.
Instead there was whirling at various tempos:
Under names like Swabian, Vienna, Tyrolean, Hopsa, Hungarian and
Pirre [?] waltz, people tumbled and spun so terribly - some like chests of
drawers in an earthqllake.
Bagge continued by saying that as a bright spot in all this the franc;aises came to
Denmark after being successful for several years in France and Germany. They
were perfarmed at a court ball in Copenhagen, then the best families took lessons
in the dance. Among the dancing-masters mentioned in this connection are
Bournonville and Larcher. Bagge adds that at balls in the Capenhagen clubs and
musical societies - for example at Harmonien - dancers were aften invited from the
Theatre to perform a solo ar pas de deux. -,Ii
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Written dance music
One line in the development of the dance forms is evident from the content of
the Copenhagen music publishers' editions of dance music, and in the first half
of the nineteenth century Lose's publishing house assumed a central position.
Dan Fog's systematic overview of Lose's publications in 1802-1845 gives us a
valuable impression of this repertoire.-"
Since the music do es not normally include dance descriptions, these only tell
us the titles of the dances and the character of the music. The dan c es ean presumab ly be classed in the standard repertoire of the age, comprising cotillons,
quadrilles (with the usual figures) , and couple dances like the galop and waltz.
But one exception from this rule is the Sylphide Quadrille which August
Bournonville published in 1837 with music taken from Baron Løvenskjold's music
for the ballet SyljJhiden, premiered in 1836.-"
In Paris in the summer of 1834, August Bournonville, accompanied by his
favourite pupil Lucile Grahn, had seen Filippo Taglioni's ballet La Sylphide with
music by Jean Scheizthoeffer, and in 1836 he staged the ballet in Copenhagen in
his own version with Lucile Grahn in the title role as the sylph and himself in the
principal role ofJames - and with new music by the young Baron Herman Severin
Løvenskjold.

National dances and Bournonville
National dances - including Spanish dances - were very popular on the European
stages. The Spanish cachurha - a solo dance with castanets to music in 3/4 time was interpolated in the second aet of Jean Coralli's ballet-pantomime Le Diable
boiteux, which was premiered at the Paris Opera in 1836, where the dance was
perforrned by the Austrian-born dan cer Fanny ElssIer. ,<,
In the summer of 1836, Lucile Grahn, after her success m Bournonville's
S)lphiden, was in Paris on her own for further studies with the French ballet

teaeher Jean-Baptiste Barrez, and over the next few summers she repeated her
study trips and made her debut at the Paris Opera. When she cam e back home she
brought with her the Spanish dances La Carhurha and ElJaleo de Xeres, and in 1837
C.c. Lose & Olsen published a piano arrangement of Cachucha Spansk
Nationaldands udjort af Jfr. Lurile Grahn (Cachueha, Spanish national dance

perforrned by Miss Lucile Grahn).Ji"
The dance sensation of the summer of 1840 was a Spanish dancing couple,
Mariano Camp rubi and Dolores Serral, who aroused a storm of enthusiasm.
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August Bournonville wrote of them in Mit Teaterliv that they were well nigh
completely natural dancers with strange movements, and in his imagination he
could conceive a whole new world of character dances. At a benefit performance
he assisted them in a Bolero a quatre.';l Shortly afterwards Bournonville presented
his ballet Toreadoren with music arranged by Edvard Helsted, where he showed his
audience "natural dancing" organized in a ballet.
However, disagreements between Bournonville and the leading female dancers
gave rise to some newspaper articles, and at the fifth performance of Toreadoren
(14th March 1841), a booing and hissing demonstration was arranged, with the
result that Bournonville addressed the Absolutist King directly from the stage.
The episode meant that Bournonville had to go on an unpaid trip abroad for
six months. He came home with new inspiration, resulting among other things in
the ballet Naijali, the solo dance La Crar:ovienne, which he had seen in Paris and
had written down for his new, promising dancer, Caroline Fjeldsted, and a Polka

Militaire to music by H.C. Lumbye, which was perforrned at the Co urt Theatre in
1842. This gave the dances and dance music of the subsequent period new
impulses, and the polka became the new fashionable dance - especiaIly to music
by H.C. Lumbye, Copenhagen's leading composer of dance music. b "

Dance forms in Copenhagen c. 1750-1840
The folIowing sectian is a systematic overview of the development of each dance
form in the period ]750-1840.
The year 1840 forms a natural concluding date for this account, since the
1840s - among other reasons because of the introduction of the polka - heralded
a new stylistic period in the dance and dance music in Copenhagen.

Anglaises and contredanses - dances for several couples
The bulk of the dan ces in Danish dance books preserved from the latter half of
the eighteenth century are anglaises where the gentlemen and ladies are arranged
in twa rows facing each other. The dance begins with the top couple executing
certain dance figures which draw in the dancers standing immediately next to the
performing top couple (first couple). After the tune has been played through the
couple will normally end up one position further dawn the row. The original
couple continues to dance the same figure with the next couple and so on. In the
course of the dance more couples join in, and eventually all will have danced with
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all. The dance thus affords an opportunity for social interplay among all those
participating and is perfectly suited to a room of the most eommon oblong form.
Choreographieally, most anglaises fall into two main groups: in one, the danee
figures are executed by two cOllples; and in the other three more couples are
necessary to the execution of the figures.
In som e dance books there are a few danees entitled kontradans, and these
dances are normally done by f()Ur couples arranged in aquadrille which may be a
square or oblong rectangle. All the couples begin at the same time with a figure
which is executed to the first reprise of the music and is varied with eaeh
repetition of the tune according to a fixed pattern used for the con tre danse form
(circle, round in eouples with one hand, moulinetetc.). Then the dance continues
with the refrain of the contredanse, which comprises the dance figures
characteristic of the particular contredanse in question, and which are described
in the danee books. The contredanses thus have astructure of a rondo, and in this
dance form all the dancers keep their original positions, to which they will often
return - at any rate each time the tune begins.
The names of the dances in the eighteenth-century dance books may be
Danish, English or French, but French names dominate in the Copenhagen dance
books in 1780-1800.
The anglaise tunes appear in 2/4, 4/4 or 6/8 time, and the major tonality is
predominant; but there are also tunes in minor keys. In some major melodies
there may be one or more reprises in minor keys (usually the parallel minor).
The dance books normally have the melody (usually a violin part) and a verbal
deseription of the "tours" or figures of the dance. There are however als o Danish
dance books where the dance figures are illustrated with a graphic diagram
notation which is als o well knm\·n from other European dance books. li \ However,
we know of no eighteenth-century examples from Copenhagen of this type of
dance notation.
The dance descriptions normally only indicate the figures - that is, how the
dancers move in relation to one another. Dance steps as such are rarely
mentioned - probably only when a particular step is required. We must assume
that the steps were known to everyone and were therefore superfluous in the
deseriptions.
It is characteristic of the dance books of the eighteenth century that the
choreography is published with a melody, which was thus associated with the
dance.
This differs from the practice of the nineteenth century, where the danee tunes
and dance descriptions were normally published separately, and the chore-
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ography and melodies could now apparently be combined freely. Perhaps the new
dancing fashion of the age, with short ecossaises and waltzes, did not make such
great demands on the memory as the figurally more complex anglaises of the end
of the eighteenth century. It would therefore only have been necessary to publish
the music.
The ecossaises, "English dances in the Scottish style" were a novelty in the
Copenhagen dance repertoire just after 1800, and they were published both in
piano arrangements and in part-books for the normal ensemble for anglaises (a
string trio supplemented with wind instruments) and were typically furnished with
a part for piccolo. The tunes normally consist af two eight-bar reprises, both of
which are repeated, and the choreography comprises a cOllple af simple figures
and usually a concluding figure where the first cOllple rhassedown and up through
the rows, and then begin the dance with the next couple. It was apparently in this
simple form that the English dan ces Ii\'ed on in the nineteenth century.
The contredanses in the French style also appeal' in the eighteenth century
Copenhagen dance books, but to a very Iimited extent, and the Capenhageners
apparently preferred the English dances. The French contredanses had their own
repertoire af steps, and these steps, with many rising stresses, may have seerned
difficult and strange to the Copenhageners. In the Danish folk dance repertoire,
however, the quadrille dances in the French form were very widespread and
popular, but without the special French steps.
In the nineteenth century the French contredanses appeared in a new form
called quadrilles ar frall(;:aises. These were structured as a suite af short contredanses each with its own tune, usually borrowed from the popular Singspiele and
ballets of the day. Quadrille mus ic af this type in Copenhagen is known from the
mid-1820s on. The dance figures are mainly very simple, but the steps seem to
have become more artistic.
The steps in the dance in the last act of Heiberg's play Flverhøj (The Elf Hill)
(music by F. Kuhlau, dances by Paul Funck, premiered in 1828) are \'ery similar to
the steps described in the dancing-masters' books af around 1830 for fran<;aises
and quadrilles.';1

Other dances for several persons
Several dan ces do not fit inta the categories af anglaise or contredanse. Some
dan ces must be viewed as mixed forms - for example the fandango described in
Jørgen Gad Lund's Terpsichore of 1823, whieh is done by couples arranged in two
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rows, and which also includes a fIgure with pairs of waltzing couples where the
couples change places.
Another dance which does not fall within this system is the reel, which is
probably British-inspired and is more likely to have been introduced by sailors
than dancing-masters, who do not mention this dance at all. However, August
Bournonville does mention it. A threesome reel (a dance done by a man and two
women) is one of the dan ces he mentions among his childhood memories of
social gatherings on the island of Amager (near Copenhagen) around 1815,
published in Illustreret Tidende in 1871, where he describes his sources of inspiration for the ballet Livjægerne Ima Amager (The King's Volunteers on Amager) af
the same year, in which the reel is one of the concluding dances.';-'
The typical semiquaver melady of the reel is also prominent in the music for
the "English entree" perforOled by Antoine Bournonville at the Royal Theatre in
Copenhagen in 1794-95.';1>
Another dance that falls outside the system drawn up here is the polonaise.
Polonaise tunes in 3/4 time with a characteristic rhythm are known from
Denmark as early as the eighteenth century, but the dance - a processional dance
where the dancers move forward and in figures among one another - is only
mentioned by Danish dancing-masters in the latter half of the nineteenth century.
However, the polonaise must have been known in Copenhagen earlier. A polonaise with a detailed description is included in Pierre Jean Laurent's choreography for a CC>lU-t ball at Amalienborg in 1803. There is a polonaise of a similar
type in the fifth act of Elverhøj.';'

Couple dances. The most prestigious dance of the age: the minuet
According to the dancing-masters the minuet was the most prestigious dance of
the age, and the dance that more than any other gives the body grace. That the
minuet was also widespread is evident from the enormous repertoire of minuet
melodies in music books with dances. We know of no Danish descriptions of the
minuet from the eighteenth century, but the mi nuet was presumably danced in
the same way as in Germany, England and France, countries from which there are
detailed descriptions of the dance. The mi nuet is a standard dance with a fixed
structure, so only the music would have been necessary for the execution of the
dance. Although the mimlet is a couple dance, several couples can dance at the
same time, but in the high style it was undoubtedly only one couple that danced
at any one time.
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The minuet is danced by a couple, a lady and a gentleman, who begin the
dance with a bow to the public (or the most prominent people at the gathering),
and then a bow and curtsey to each other. In the main figure ofthe dance the partners change places, passing each other a suitable number of times in a Z-shaped
f100r figure. Then the dancers go round with the right and then the left hand, and
then they dance the main figure again. Finally the dancers both join hands and go
round, and the dance ends with bows and curtseys as at the beginning. Described
brief1y, the minuet step consists of foUf foot changes: right, left, right, left,
executed over six counts corresponding to two bars of 3/4 music. The main figure
normally extends over a phrase of six minuet steps, and thus twelve bars of music.
The phrasing of the dance do es not flt directly in the eight-bar periods normal in
the melodies.
The special value of the minuet is emphasized by the dancing-masters, but its
special status is also evident from the Royal Theatre's use of the minuet as the
introductory dance at a gaia ball. It was used this way both in Galeotti's ballet
Romeo og Giulietta with music by Schall (1811) and in Elverhøj (1828). The

significance of the mimlet is also illustrated by the chamberlain Gjedde's instruetions to the court musician Niels Møller of 1792, where he is enjoined, in the Bal
pare, always to ensure that there are beautiful minuets with trumpet and timpani.'"

The mi nuet seems to have gone out offashion as a social dance in the first part
of the 1800s, but its importance is still stressed by dancing-masters, and the flrst
complete description of the dance in Danish is in Jørgen Gad Lund's lprpsichore
(1823). The minuet description there is very similar to the minuet that begins Aet
Five af Elverhøj, where the minuet has however been siightly inf1uenced by con tredanse figures, and the choreographic structure consist of eight-bar periods
corresponding to those of the music.

The round dan ces for couples - the waltz
Some form of round dance or turning was probably an element of the "Polish
dance" mentioned by Holberg, and apparently primarily associated with the
com mon people. We do not know much about this polskdans, which is not
mentioned in the dancing-masters' books, but tunes designated polskdans ean be
found in the manuscript music books that exist from the latter hal f of the
eighteenth century, some af which probably come from the student milieu in
Copenhagen. The dance presumably consisted oI' a Vortanz to music in duple time,
follmved by a leaping Nachtanz with turning to the same tune, played in
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proportional triple time on the same model as we know from other parts of
Europe.
We know more about the German waltz, and it was probably the sueeess
of this danee that was one of the reasons for the decline of the minuet around
1800. The figure tour de wals or the term al gøre wals (to do the waltz) oeeurs often
in the anglaises of the 1780s, and presumably means that the eouple exeeutes a
turn with a hold like what we understand today as the waltz hold. In the anglaises
this is only in one of the figures of the danee, but the waltz quiekly developed into
an independent danee - indeed one of the most popular, although it was
eonsidered diffieult. Sophie Dorothea Thalbitzer's memoirs describe a Co penhagen ball in the mid-1790s where she daneed the waltz.
To "waltz" primarily means

to

danee round with a waltz hold, and this ean be

done to musie in both dup le and triple time. One round lasts two bars of musie
(i.e. the same as a minuet step, but the periods are normally in four-bar phrases).
It would appear that the independent form "waltz" is primarily assoeiated with
musie in triple time (mostly 3/4, but also 3/8) and is thus the form later
definitively eonsidered a waltz. The waltz in duple time is often ealled hOjJsavals
and perhaps the term pas redoublp indieates a danee of the same type.
The earliest known Danish deseription of the waltz is in Jørgen Gad Lund's

Terpsichore (1823), but this deseription is very brief. A detailed deseription of the
waltz was published by the Englishman Thomas Wilson in 1816.""
Several people had scruples about the waltz. In 1823 Jørgen Gad Lund wrote:
The waltz is undeniably a beatltiful danee, when we see delieaey
eonstrain any freedoms; but when this fails, nothing ean be more
harmful, for both body and soul, than the waltz.
August Bournonville remarked in his Nylaarsgave (1829) that alittIe less waltzing
at the balls would do no harm.

The festive high point of the bal! - the cotillon
A danee form that beeame very popular in the nineteenth eentury is the eotillon.
In the eighteenth eentury cotillon was a eommon term for Freneh eontredanses,
but the name was not generally used in Denmark, where this danee form was
ealled Contredands or Francoise in the eighteenth eentury. In the nineteenth
eentury cotillon, and later in the eentury kotillon, beeame a term for a eomposite of
round danees for eouples and parlour games, kotillons-ture (cotillon tours/figures)
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which often involved chairs and other props, the purpose of which was to change
partners before the next round dance. In the music books the dance tunes are
called cotillon (in the above-mentioned Tolv nye Dandse.... October 1822 there are
two such tunes, both in 3/8), and the dance is described by Jørgen Gad Lund in
1823 as "the German or Kehraus cotillon". In the dance books of the latter half of
the nineteenth century much of the content is innumerable "cotillion tours".
The structure is that of a round dance (waltz, later also gallopade and polka)
with interpolated parlour games, and it ean be regarded as a rondo form; in this
sense the dance can be seen as a spin-off from the old contredanse cotillon, but
with elements from later ball traditions with many round dan ces for couples.

Entrees and dancing at the theatre
Interpolated dances have always been common in theatrical productions, and this
is also mentioned in the advertisements in Adressavisen. In stage managers' records
from the Royal Theatre begun in 1777 it is mentioned in connection with the
intermezzo of Holberg's comedy Mascarade that when the curtain rose the public
saw "masques in full anglaise" and the records also mention minuets and con tredanses, and the same is said of the comedy Kilde1'pjsen. There is a slightly supercilious description of the dance interpolations in T. Overskou's Den danske
Skueplads (1860), where, in discussing the 1789-90 season, he says that besides the

ballets there were a kind of dance divertissements called entrees, which were used
in the dramatic performances. These entrees were normally performed by two
solo dancers and the corjJs de figurants, and were often composed by a dancer who
would appear before the audience, but sometimes also by the ballet-master. \\'hen
the solo dancers had done their acts, the figurants began again, and finally they
formed a group and the curtain went down. 7I1
There were however also ballets with a proper plot, but it was perhaps mostly
the inventiveness of the action and the feats of the stage manager that distinguished the various ballets. The only eighteenth-century ballet that has been
preserved (although not wholly unaltered) is Galeotti's Amors og Ballptmesterens
I"une1' (The Whims of Cup id and the Ballet Master), to music by Jens Lolle, which

was premiered in 1786. The ballet consists of a number of pas de deux in the form
of national and character dances, linked by a plot involving Cupid, who shoots off
his arrows and thoroughly mixes up the couples, and in the finale everything ends
in total confusion.
Exotic themes and national dances were frequently used, and several of the
ensemble dan ces probabl}' partly had the same strueture as we know from the
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social dances described
more artistic.

111

the dance books, although the steps may have been

An example that clearly demonstrates the affinities between the theatre dances
and the social dances is the dances (choreographed by Paul Funck) which begin
Act Five of

l~lverhøj

(1828). The sequence of dan ces begins with a minuet

(influenced by contredanse figures and dal1Ced by groups, each consisting offour
couples); after this comes a contredanse, a polonaise, a children's dance (a
children's pas de deux consisting of series of steps like the solo figure in a franr;aise
figure), a pas de huit, and finally, Kmnsedansen (a "garland dance"), which starts off
the action of the act.
Antoine Bournonville was noted in the 1790s for his elegant, virtuoso dancing,
which was new in Copenhagen, and he was outstanding in his entrees, but it was
Galeotti who dominated the ballet repertoire in the years around 1800. The
choreographic renewal came ",hen August Bournonville became head of the
ballet in 1830 arter coming back from his years of study in Paris.
It is only possibie to describe stylistic development in the dance in connection
with the co urt and theatre dances, about which we know many of the details. The
lower classes danced too, but we have no descriptions of this. The theatrical
dandng - disregarding mime, sets and plot elements - used the same
choreographic elements as the social dance, although the technique ofthe professional dancers permitted them more artistic expression.
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figures have names in both Danish and French, related to the action and characters in the
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